
40cm, 70cm or 100cm high pole spotlights
for 12v MR16 35w standard or 
halogen lamps or l.e.d. lamps

Powersaver 

Pole Spots feature a longer body to shield the lamp from 
view and provide good glare protection. Models include 
single or twin12v spotlight on a 40cm tubular stem - ideal 
for uplighting trees or taller shrubs from amongst planting, 
spotlighting features at ground level or washing light 
across a lawn or path. 30cm extension stems are available 
to increase the total height to 70cm or 1m, for which the 
E6002 High-stability Tri-Spike is recommended. Pole 
Spot Solo and Pole Spot Duo are

Pole 
spotlights require T9962 cable joint kit to connect to 
2.5mm low voltage cable. 
Pole Spots are supplied without mount to permit 
selection of alternative polycarbonate spike or tri-
spike: see next page for options.  Order lamp, cable 
joint kit and mount separately

 weatherproof to IP66, 
fitted with a 1.5m rubber cable and accept an MR16 35w 
halogen or l.e.d. lamp. Use a Powersaver 35w lamp to 
provide the equivalent light output of a standard 50w 
halogen lamp. There is space inside the spotlight to fit a 
E4010 honeycomb glare louvre or a clip-on MR16 spread 
lens, frosted lens or colour filter onto the lamp. 

 Pole 
Spots

Above: rustic brown pole spotlight with 30cm 
extension pole and high stability Tri-spike 
options. Below: a small water feature is crosslit 
by a pole spotlight tucked into adjacent  foliage 
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12v L.E.D. LAMPS

HALOGEN Powersavers

12v HALOGEN LAMPS
 

Energy Rating

< E6321 Pole Spot Solo in 
natural copper with E6001 
polycarbonate spike mount

IP66

12v

35w

LED

Pole Spot Solo
E6311 Stainless steel
E6321 Copper
E6331 Black

E6371 Rustic Brown

Pole Spot Duo
E6411 Stainless steel

E6421 Copper

E6431 Black

E6471 Rustic Brown
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E6271 Microflood is a 12v floodlight with 2 independently 
adjustable heads, providing overlapping beams ideal for 
uplighting hedge screens and taller shrubs or washing light 
across a lawn, path or gravel area. Each floodlight head can be 
adjusted or removed from the body for lamp replacement by 
twisting to release it from the twin retaining “O" rings. 
Microflood is weatherproof to IP66, fitted with a 1.5m rubber 
cable and accepts two 20w, 35w or 50w halogen capsule 
lamps. CAPLED3WW l.e.d. lamp is a low-energy alternative 
providing the equivalent of a 20w halogen capsule lamp for 
power consumption of 3.2w. The rustic brown powder-coated 
aluminium finish is inconspicuous amongst planting and in 
woody settings. 

 Microflood 

Use T9962 cable joint kit for connection to 2.5mm² low voltage 
cable or T9963 cable splice kit for connection to T9910 4mm² 
cable from a garden lighting transformer. Use T9910 4mm² 
cable for longer runs or for use with twin 50w lamps.

E6002 Tri-spike 30cm high stability spike 
mount is recommended for use with 30cm extension poles 
which convert Microflood to 50cm or 80cm height amongst 
taller planting or for crosslighting downwards. is 
supplied without mount to permit selection of alternative 
polycarbonate spike or tri-spike: see below for options. 

Order lamps, cable joint/splice kit, extension poles & mount separately

For two 20-50w halogen lamps or CAPLED l.e.d. lamp

Microflood 

12v twin halogen floodlight with 
optional extension poles for 
wall-washing and crosslighting

Microflood Duo with high-stability E6002 Tri-Spike 

Microflood & Pole Spot 
spike-mounts &  accessories

Above: 30cm extension pole

< E6002 Tri-spike 
30cm high-stability spike mount for loose 
soils and tall lights. Black powder-coated 
stainless steel

 E6001 polycarbonate spike-mount  >

 

12v IP66 2 x 50w

< Wall-washing 
with Microflood 
twin halogen 
floodlight using 
two 35w lamps 
makes a feature 
of this wisteria-
clad wall
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LED
CAP20 CAP35 CAP50

20w 35w 50w

LAMP CHOICE
CAPLED l.e.d. lamp

3.2w (= 20w halogen)

12v halogen lamps

CAPLED
  l.e.d. lamp

A
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CAPLED L.E.D. LAMP

12v HALOGEN LAMP
 

Energy Rating

E4010 58mm honeycomb glare louvre      

E6001 Black polycarbonate mounting spike

E6002 Tri-spike high stability ground spike

E6011 30cm pole extension Stainless steel

E6021 30cm pole extension Natural copper

E6031 30cm pole extension Black

E6071 30cm pole extension Rustic brown
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